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During World War H, America's civilian and military leadership embraced scientific research
for a multitude of advanced weapons.1 Indeed, at war's end in 1945, General H. H. Arnold,
commander of the Army Air Forces, could confidently assure Secretary of War Robert Patterson
that the United States would shortly build long-range ballistic missiles to deliver atomic explosives
and "space ships capable of operating outside the atmosphere."2 Thirteen years later, both of the
programs that Arnold forecast were underway. This period, the immediate prelude to the space
age, spawned America's civil and military space programs-programs that were in the beginning
opposite sides of the same coin. Elements of these programs, authorized and framed by one
American president, would become instrumental in forewarning of surprise attack, monitoring
compliance with international treaties, and maintaining a delicate peace between the Soviet Union
and the United States. For contemporary reasons of national security, the executive action that
shaped this enterprise and the space policy that President Dwight D. Eisenhower and his advisors
created for it were obscured even to many of those directly involved.
Beginnings of the American Space Program
When in late 1945 General Arnold counselled the Secretary of War on prospective weapon
developments, he also acted to ensure that the Army Air Forces would in future be equipped with
modern weapons superior to any held by a potential adversary. The Army Air Forces commander
set up an independent consultant group, Project RAND,3 to perform operations research and

1

Daniel J. Kevles, The Physicists. (New York: Vintage Books, 1979), Chapters 19 and 20.
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agree on a joint satellite program or confirm that these uses of an Earth satellite would justify the
anticipated costs of building, launching, and operating such a vehicle.
Studies of automatic Earth satellites continued at Rand and the Navy Bureau of Aeronautics
while the postwar armed services jockeyed for position in a sweeping military reorganization.
President Truman signed the National Security Act on 26 July 1947 that created the National
Military Establishment and separate military departments of the Army, Navy, and Air Force.
Beginning in September 1947 the three service secretaries reported to a new cabinet officer, the
Secretary of Defense. But the reorganization did not immediately assign to any of the military
services responsibility for new weapons. A newly-formed Research and Development Board in the
Department of Defense postponed any decisions of service jurisdiction over deployment or control
of intermediate range and intercontinental ballistic missiles, rockets that would be required to
propel man-made satellites into Earth orbit.10
The Research and Development Board inherited supervision of the satellite studies in the
defense department, and assigned them in December 1947 to its Committee on Guided Missiles.
This committee, in turn, formed a Technical Evaluation Group composed of civilian scientists to
evaluate the Navy and Air Force programs and recommend a preferred course of action. Chaired
by Walter MacNair of Bell Laboratories, on 29 March 1948 the group delivered its findings and
recommendation. The members judged the technical feasibility of an Earth satellite to be clearly
established; they concluded, however, that neither service had as yet established a military or
scientific utility commensurate with the vehicle's anticipated costs.

Consequently, the group

recommended deferring construction of Earth satellites and consolidating all further studies of their
use at Rand.11 Adopted by the Research and Development Board, these recommendations ended
Navy satellite work for a number of years and focused the study of military satellites at Rand's
headquarters on the West Coast, in Santa Monica, California.12
10 Charles S. Maier, "Introduction," to George B. Kistiakowsky, A Scientist at the White House: The
Private Diary of President Eisenhower's Special Assistant for Science and Technology. (Cambridge, MA:
Harvard University Press, 1976), pp. xxxiii-xxxiv; also Kistiakowsky at pp. 95-%; cf., Max Rosenberg, The
Air Force and the National Guided Missile Program. 1944-1950. (USAF Historical Division Liaison Office,
1964), pp. 22, 63, 84-85.
11

"Satellite Vehicle Program," Technical Evaluation Group, Committee on Guided Missiles, RDB,
GM 13/7, MEG 24/1, 29 March 1948.
12

In 1948 Project Rand reorganized as a non-profit consulting firm, The Rand Corporation. In
Washington, the defense department's Research and Development Board continued fitfully to operate until
the fall of 1953 when its functions were subsumed in a new Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for
Research and Development; President Dwight D. Eisenhower appointed its first occupant: Donald A.
Quarles.
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small-such as sites for launching guided missiles," he declared. Identifying them, like advance
warning, also required "exact intelligence information."14
The extreme secrecy that cloaked events within the Soviet Union promoted the focus on
intelligence gathering. When relations between the United States and the USSR soured after
World War II, little information about contemporary Soviet military capabilities existed in the West.
In the absence of hard facts in the late 1940s, American leaders acted on their perception of a
"growing intent toward expansion and aggression on the part of the Soviet Union."15 Shortly after
the Soviets detonated an atomic bomb in 1949, the newly-formed Board of National Intelligence
Estimates in the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) warned of the possibility of a Soviet nuclear
surprise attack, albeit a limited one, against the United States. That prospect, underscored by the
surprise Korean conflict in June 1950 and the development of thermonuclear devices between 1952
and 1954, haunted the nation's military and civilian leadership.16
Among America's leaders in the 1950s, the desire to preclude a nuclear or thermonuclear
surprise attack was particularly acute. As Dwight D. Eisenhower's biographer aptly phrased it, they
had "Pearl Harbor burned into their souls in a way that younger men, the leaders in the later
decades of the Cold War, had not." Certainly this was true of Eisenhower in 1953 when he took
the oath of office as President, for the subject completely dominated his thinking about
disarmament and relations with the Soviets for the next eight years. Besides seeking ways to
prevent a surprise attack, Eisenhower also sought "to lessen, if he could not eliminate, the financial
cost and the fear that were the price of the Pearl Harbor mentality."17 To that end, he could agree
entirely with General Arnold's views that continuous knowledge of one's potential adversaries was
essential "to provide warning of impending danger." The way to get it, Eisenhower also knew from
wartime experience, was through aerial reconnaissance.
To secure hard intelligence about the Soviet Union, the CIA and the Air Force undertook
at the beginning of the 1950s a variety of projects. Intelligence officers sifted captured German
14

Arnold, Third Report of the Commanding General, pp. 65-67.

15

Harry R. Borowski, A Hollow Threat: Strategic Air Power and Containment Before Korea.
(Westport, CT: Greenwood Press, 1982), p. 6; see also, John Prados, The Soviet Estimate: U.S.
Intelligence Analysis and Russian Military Strength. (New York: The Dial Press, 1982), pp. 6-8, and 19.
16

James R. Killian, Jr., Sputnik. Scientists, and Eisenhower: A Memoir of the First Special Assistant
to the President for Science and Technology. (Cambridge, MA: The MIT Press, 1977), pp. 68, 94; Prados,
The Soviet Estimate, p. 21.
17
Stephen E. Ambrose, Eisenhower: Volume II. The President. (New York: Simon and Schuster,
1984), p. 257. The president's decision in favor of aerial reconnaissance is explained on pp. 258-259.
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Research and Initial Development
Whüe the CIA and the Air Force endeavored to gather information about the Soviet Union
from whatever the source, the Department of Defense acted on the issue of military roles and
missions. On 21 March 1950, Secretary of Defense Louis Johnson assigned to the Air Force
responsibility for long-range strategic missiles, including ICBMs. A few weeks later the Research
and Development Board vested jurisdiction for military satellites in the same service. With these
responsibilities, Air Force leaders directed Rand to complete studies of a military Earth satellite.21
The resultant Rand report, issued in April 1951, described a spacecraft fully stabilized on threeaxes, one that employed a television camera to scan the Earth and transmit the images to receiving
stations. The television coverage thus acquired, Rand reminded the service, had to occur when
"weather permits ground observation."22 The Rand report encouraged Air Force leaders to believe
that directed, periodic observation of the Soviet Union might soon be conducted from extremely
high altitudes. To confirm these findings, on 19 December 1951 Headquarters USAF authorized
the firm to subcontract for detailed spacecraft subsystem studies. And a few weeks later, in January
1952, the service convened a seminal "Beacon Hill" study group to assay strategic aerial
reconnaissance under the auspices of Project Lincoln at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.25
The Beacon Hill Study Group, which first met between 7 January and 15 February 1952,
considered improvements in Air Force aerial intelligence processing, sensors, and vehicles. Chaired
by Carl Overhage of Eastman Kodak, the fifteen-member group included Air Force optics specialist
Lieutenant Colonel Richard Leghorn (later, the founder of Itek), James Baker of the Harvard
Observatory, Edwin Land (the founder of Polaroid), Stuart Miller of Bell Labs, Richard Perkin (cofounder of Perkin-Elmer), scientific consultant Louis Ridenour, Allen Donovan of Cornell

i ™„-c T^kd0SUr? ™th recommendations for guided missiles to Memo 1620/17 for Secretary of Defer,«*
Louis Johnson, from the Joint Chiefs of Staff, 15 March 1950; Memo fo-the Joint iChLS Staff &
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identified a time table of changes in the relative military and technical positions of the two super
powers. Even more important, perhaps, were the recommendations to acquire and use strategic
pre-hostilities intelligence. The intelligence panel, chaired by Edwin Land, urged construction and
deployment of the U-2 aircraft31 that could, if called upon, overfly the Soviet Union at very high
altitudes.32 In its section on intelligence applications of science, the report recommended beginning
immediately a program to develop a small scientific satellite that would operate at extreme altitudes
above national airspace, intended to establish the principle of "freedom of space" in international
law for subsequent military satellites.33 Although committee members could hope that scientific
satellites might set such a precedent, James Killian, who chaired the TCP, viewed Rand's proposed
military observation satellite as a "peripheral project" and would refuse it his active support until
the Soviets launched Sputnik I nearly three years later.
Back in the summer of 1954, shortly after authorizing the surprise-attack study, President
Eisenhower approved formation of an organization devoted exclusively to that subject: the National
Indications Center. This center, chaired by the Deputy Director of Central Intelligence and
composed of specialists drawn from U.S. intelligence agencies, and the Departments of Defense and
State, formed the interagency staff of the National Watch Committee, which consisted of

31

Indeed Eisenhower approved development of the U-2 during the TCP deliberations on 24
Novemfcr W54fSl££3F£> project to'the CIA hjstead of the Air ^ndS^^JoSS^L
D£WHM RicUll Tr (TA Snecial Assistant to the DCI, Colonel O. J. Ritland, US>A1% ana Clarence L.
^^ä^^^S^Sd^SpS^ the first U-2 was. airborne within eight months on
6 IrLst 1955 Stephen^Ambrose, lire-'* Snies: Eisender ™A the Espionage Establishment. (Garden
cffC York: *&*£&&&, Wp. 268; and Leonard Mosley'.DvHIy; A Bu^phy oH^anpr,
Allen, and John Foster Dulles ?"* Their Family Network. (New York: Dial Press, 1978), pp. j» JOO.
32

nwmht D Eisenhower wamna Pearp.. 1956-1%1. (Garden City, NY: Doubleday & Co., Inc., 1965),
p ™%Eg ?jJ5%rg%£Z& Eisenhower, pp. 7lV Rpt, A F™^*Aw™™* he U1977 n 46 The cleared recommendations of the TCP are reprinted in Volume XIX, pp. 46-56. The U
FpToJranf wa?apneended £ Se two-volume TCP report as a classified annex, and is nowhere mentioned
in the reportjtaeK
Eisenhower withheld knowledge of the U-2's existence from all but those
few dte2?S3^^TOSrS^ appeared as an item in National Security Councd dehberations
uJilX^S^ britches''in 1960. Karl G. Harr, Jr., "Eisenhower's Approach to National Security
DdsionMaldng/^ufKennethW Thompson, ed., The Eisenhower Presidency FevenIntimate
p^l°°^c»fnJahtn Eisenhower. Vol 3 in Portraits of Amen^n Presidents. (Lanham, MD

™petüon Sdates selected in convention have been "briefed" on national security affairs before a
presidential «-gf^^ events
^ the perceptive thesis of Eisenhower governance
elucidated by Fred I. Greenstein, The Hi^e.n-Hand Presidency: Eisenhower as Leader. (NY. Basic Books,
Inc., 1982).
33
TCP Rpt, Meeting the Threat of Surprise Attack. Vol II, pp. 146-148.
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or another to the president and other command authorities ever since. The National Indications
Center itself, however, was dissolved in March 1975.37
Establishing National Space Policy,
Organizing the Space Program
Dwight Eisenhower, to be sure, worried considerably about the danger of a Soviet surprise
attack in the mid 1950s. And he judged strategic warning absolutely vital to counter or preclude
it. In the spring of 1955, shortly after the TCP submitted its report that recommended a satellite
program, the president's closest advisors determined, if at all possible, to keep outer space a region
open to all, where the spacecraft of any state might overfly all states, a region free of military
posturing. By adopting a policy that favored a legal regime for outer space analogous to that of the
high seas, the United States might make possible the precedent "freedom of space" with all that that
implied for overflight. This choice also favored non-aggressive, peaceful space flight operations,
especially the launch of scientific Earth satellites to explore outer space that civilian scientists now
urged as part of the US contribution to the International Geophysical Year (IGY).38 This program,
proposed by the United States National Committee for the IGY of the National Academy of
Sciences in a report of 14 March 1955, had been approved by the academy and sent to National
Science Foundation director Alan T. Waterman for government consideration.39
37 Grabo "The Watch Committee and the National Indications Center," p. 384; Volume XIX [19];
another survey of this subject in the open literature is Duncan E. MacDonald, "The Requirements for
Information and Systems," in F. J. Ossenbeck and P. C. Kroeck, eds., Open Space and Peace: A
Svmnosium on the Effects of Observation. (Stanford, CA: The Hoover Institution 1964), pp. 64-83. The
NSC Planning Board, also at the president's direction, in November 1954 had established a net
capabilities evaluation subcommittee" that performed a function similar to the National Indications Center
for the council. See [1 and 19] in Volume XIX.
38
In 1952 the International Council of Scientific Unions (ICSU) established a committee to arrange
another International Polar Year to study geophysical phenomena m remote areas of the Earth. (Two
previous polar years had been conducted, one in 1882-1883 and another in 1932-1933.) Late in 1952 the
council expanded the scope of this effort, planned for 1957-1958, to include rocket research in the upper
atmosphere and changed the name to the International Geophysical Year. In October 1954 the ICSU,
meeting in Rome, Italy, adopted another resolution that called for launching scientific Earth satellites
during the IGY. Cf., "Editorial Note," in John P. Glennon, ed., Foreign Relations of the United States,
1955-1957: Volume XI. United Nations and General International Matters. (Washington D.C.: UbUf U,
1988), [361], pp. 784-785. [See Chapter V, "Space Science."]
39

A few months earlier, in December 1954, the American Rocket Society's Committee on Space
Flight completed a similar report on the utility of scientific Earth satellites, including a proposal by John
Robinson Pierce of Bell Laboratories for a passive communication satellite that much resembled the later
Project Echo, and submitted it to National Science Foundation director, Alan T Waterman. By the
spring of 1955 a number of Earth-satellite proposals had landed on the desks of officials at the National
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Capabilities Panel, subsequently drafted a policy for the launching of these and other spacecraft and
submitted it on 20 May to the National Security Council. NSC members meeting on 26 May
endorsed the Quarles' proposal and accompanying national policy guidance: a scientific satellite
program for the IGY would not interfere with development of high-priority ICBM and IRBM
weapons; emphasis would be placed on the peaceful purposes of the endeavor; the scientific
satellites would help establish the principle in international law of "freedom of space« and the right
of unimpeded overflight that went with it; and these IGY satellites would serve as technical
precursors for subsequent American military satellites. «Considerable prestige and psychological
benefits," the policy concluded, «will accrue to the nation which first is successful in launching a
satellite- The next day, «after sleeping on it,« President Eisenhower approved this plan.«
With the president's decision, the United States had tentatively set out to prosecute two
closely-associated space programs: instrumented military applications and civilian scientific satellites
If presidential advisors still perceived the more complex military spacecraft to be a long way off,
the IGY scientific satellite program was clearly identified as a stalking horse to establish the
precedent of overflight in space for the eventual operation of its military alternate. Charged with
the WS 117L program, the Air Force earlier in 1955 had selected three firms to compete in a oneyear design study of a preferred vehicle. But neither the military nor the scientific satellite program
had as yet selected a contractor to conduct the work. And neither shared a national priority.
Out in Burbank, California, in Kelly Johnson's Lockheed "skunk works," the U-2 Project
unquestionably claimed the highest of national priorities. With the first of these turbojet-powered
gliders nearing completion, and with an operating ceiling anticipated in excess of 70 000 feet
Eisenhower learned that the United States could soon overfly parts of Soviet airspace at will«
No known jet fighter operated at altitudes above 50,000 feet. But however safe manned aerial
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Back in the United States, on 27 July 1955 Eisenhower met with National Science
Foundation director Waterman, Assistant Secretary of Defense Quartes, and Undersecretary of
State Herbert Hoover, Jr., to discuss how best to make known the existence of an American IGY

Figure 1
Donald A. Quarles (on right) sworn in as Secretary of the Air Force by Secretary of the Army
Wilber M. Brucker, 15 August 1955. Secretary of Defense Charles E. Wilson (center) looks on.
satellite program. A general statement, it was decided, would come from the White House after
Congressional leaders had been notified, with scientific details provided by scientific groups. These
statements would emphasize the satellite project "as a contribution benefiting science throughout
the world," and would not link it in any way "to military missile development." Two days later, on
29 July, the president publicly announced plans for launching "small unmanned, Earth circling
satellites as part of the U.S. participation in the International Geophysical Year" scheduled between
17
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Figure 2
Scientists receive USAF Exceptional Service Award. Left to right: Air Force Secretary Donald
Quarles; Harry Wexler, US Weather Bureau; George E. Valley, Jr., Lincoln Laboratories, MET;
Gen Nathan F. Twining, Chief of Staff, USAF; Lt Gen Donald Putt, Deputy Chief of Staff,
Research and Development; and retired Lt Gen James H. Doolittle; 30 November 1956.
Thus, a year before Sputnik, the two modest United States space programs moved ahead
slowly, staying within strict funding prescriptions and avoiding unwanted interference with
development of the nation's long-range ballistic missiles just underway. They shared a lower priority
than other high-technology defense department programs, and, to avoid provoking an international
debate over "freedom of space," Eisenhower administration leaders in 1956 restrained government
officials from any public discussion of space flight.53 At the Pentagon, after a WS 117L program

a

Unwitting of the National Security Council deliberations and of the ground rules established for the
nation's space program, contemporary American military leaders failed entirely to comprehend the
rationale that prompted this restriction on public discussion. See, for example, Maj Gen John B. Medaris,
USA, with Arthur Gordon, Countdown for Decision. (New York: Paperback Library, Inc, 1960), pp. 101,
124; and testimony of Lt Gen James M. Gavin, Deputy Chief of Staff Research and Development, USA,
in U.S. Senate, Inquiry into Satellite and Missile Programs. "Hearings before the Senate Preparedness
Investigating Subcommittee of the Committee on Armed Services," Fart H, 6 January 1958, p. 1474, and
19
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policy with National Security Council directives in June and August !958, and December 959.
Building on the Quarles'-formulated elementary poHcy of 1955, the firs, duecttve caled or a
■political framework which wUl place the uses of U.S. reconnaissance satellites in a pohucal and
psychological context most favorable to the United SU.es.» The second directive judged these
spacecraft .o be of "critical importance to U.S. national security,- identified them wtth«to peacefifl
L of outer space, and set as an objective the »opening up' of the Soviet Bloc through ^proved
imefligence and programs of scientific cooperation." The third direcfive descntod the mmtary
support missions in space that feU within the rubric of peaceful uses, identified offensive spacewlpon systems for study, and noted a positive political milestone in in.ernat.ona! >aw: Th.Un.ed
Nations^«* Committee on the PeaceM Uses of Outer Space now accepted the perrnKS.bu.ty
of the hunching and flight of space vehicles ... regardless of what territory they passed over durmg
the course of their flight through outer space" But «he UN Committee, the directtve confided, a,
the same time stipulated that this principle obtained only to flights involved in the peaceful uses
of outer space.'"*9
...
,
, - a,
Hewing to the policy of "freedom of space" and the peaceful space acuvmes they defined
for it, Eisenhower administration officials would in the months ahead permit only the study of
offensive space weapons such as space-based antiballistic missile systems, satellite interceptors, and
manned

orbital bombers that could threaten the precedent of free passage" Thi. space pohcy,

»NSC 5814, "U.S.Policy on Outer Space," 20 June lg8, Para^aph J^^V^SS^
U.S. Policy on Outer Space," 13 August 1958, paragraphs 21, 30, and 4/,
Outer Space," 17 December 1959, paragraphs 18, 19, and 23.
-The administration's rationale in opposing, anythnig more than Ae smdy tf **£%*„??£ *
explained in Kistiakowsky, A Scientist at thr. White House^ at pp._U? ^ senhowerj Deputy Secretary
daySer the launch ofUkL having just discussed*»£™»gäSS
on the military satellite
of defense Quarles surprised and chagrined Air.Force ^s who D Mr Quarles took very strong and
program and the potential of satellites_ for offensive» W^vSudits on the use of a satellite as a
specific exception to the inclusion in the presentation oi any tnoug
advancing this as a possible
(nuclear) weapons carrier and stated ^..^^tf"" J^UI,Sications not be considered further in
application of the satellite. He verbaUy direc edthat «g^yg^Si [Donald] Putt voiced objection
Ai? Force planning. Although both General [Curtis] LeMay ;mauc
^
^^ ^
^ rf
to this . . on the grounds Sat we had no ass«ra°cf f^^^Jdamant.- (Colonel F. C E. Oder

c
of Depu SeCTetary of Defense Mn
^%^T%l\^
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*
Quarles on WS'll7L on 16 October 1957," .25 OJä'VM October 1958, ARPA Director Roy Johnson

Amplifying administration ^»^•JS^^J^SgMttai in the military, sate lite
ordered the Air Force to cease using the Weapon .system y™o;.u"J&%.
It ^ desired to
SoSam "to minimize the aggressive international «^«S^^^ffidi^ . • • should reduce the
S$S» the defensive. surprise:prevention aspecu o^
R
Johnson, Director,
effeWeness of possible diplomatic protest agamst peacetime ^^Miss^Division. Air Research and
rce öa
ARPA, to Maj General Bernard Schnever, Cmdr, AKpJ°
d subsequent messages that cancelled
Development Command, n.s., 20 October 19580 "Wlr^^y leaders at that time seemed unable
offensive space-based, weapon-research programs, Air Force military
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